Token
Name:

Symbol:

Groestlcoin

GRS

Date Researched:
25 January 2018
Market Cap:
$70,402,914
Rating of development:
53%
Summary of project:
Groestlcoin is a multipurpose fast and secure coin with almost zero fees that is privacy oriented.
It is an ASIC resistance currency meaning that everyone with a normal computer can mine it and it is
therefore highly profitable for all miners.
The Groestlcoin network is SEGWIT and Lightning Network ready simply meaning larger block sizes
leading to very fast transactions.
The team does a major development every 3 months.
Product launch date:
22 March 2014
Backing:
Tauriga Sciences, Inc. has made a relatively small investment in Groestlcoin. The company has made
the acquisition of patents and interests in intellectual property relating to blockchain, with an aim
towards commercialization.
Tauriga Sciences is engaged in building business through the development, distribution, and licensing
of proprietary products as well as the evaluation of potential acquisition opportunities or equity
investments.
Listed Exchanges:
 Livecoin
 Bittrex
 Cryptopia
 Upbit
 Litebit
 Coinexchange
 C-Cex
 Bitsquare

Token
Name:

Symbol:

I/O Coin

IOC

Date Researched:
25 January 2018
Market Cap:
$73,707,843
Rating of development:
40%
Summary of project:
The focus of the I/O coin is to facilitate transactions between merchants and customers in a fast,
effortless and secure way.
To achieve an optimal point of security and efficiency I/O Coin has adopted a proof of stake model for
verifying transactions on the block chain. The proof of stake model is more energy efficient and
economical than the proof of work used by bitcoin.
I/O coin has also developed a decentralized name server called D I/O NS. This allows you to register
your username and match it to a hexadecimal wallet address. This means you can send and receive
money using a human readable name. So you know who you making transactions with while
maintaining privacy.
The team has developed Project Sunrise. This gives individuals and businesses access to all sorts of
location-based services. Any individual can for example use Project Sunrise to send messages, store
data, (such as legal documents) and send money to other Project Sunrise users all around the world.
Product launch date:
24 July 2014
Backing:
 KPMG the global audit and advisory firm.
 The coins advisors are linked to IBM and Keynote
Listed Exchanges:
 Bittrex

Token Name:
Name:

Symbol:

Feathercoin

FTC

Date Researched:
25 January 2018
Market Cap:
$53,949,037
Rating of development:
81%
Summary of project:
Feathercoin is a global payment network and cryptocurrency independent of any central bank or
institution. Payments are fast, global, and secure with near zero payment fees.
The tiny fees allow vendors to sell cheaper than with traditional currencies, Therefore merchants do
not have to pass on the cost of business onto the customer.
It takes about a minute to generate a block, confirming transactions in about one-tenth of the time as
it does on the bitcoin blockchain.
Product launch date:
16 April 2013
Backing:
No major investors, hedge funds have been disclosed. No advisors have also been disclosed.
Listed Exchanges:
 Bittrex
 Cryptopia
 Bx Thailand
 Coin exchange
 Bittylicious

Token Name:
Name:

Symbol:

Trinity Network Credit

TNC

Date Researched:
25 January 2018
Market Cap:
$87,181,542
Rating of development:
37%
Summary of project:
Trinity acts as a lightning network for NEO in order to achieve real-time payments, low transaction
fees, scalability, and privacy protection for NEO assets through off-chain and state channel
technology. NEO is the Ethereum of China.
Off-chain transactions are transactions not recorded directly on the blockchain but on a centralized
database, and therefore transactions times improve as confirmations do not need to be done.
In a state channel network individual transactions are not recorded on the blockchain instead a
summary of the transactions between the parties is recorded in the form of one single transaction.
Applications for Trinity include instant micro payments, high frequency privacy transaction and offchain Neo scaling.
Product launch date:
11 January 2018
Backing:
No major investors, hedge funds have been disclosed. Advisors however include Jc Xu a co-founder
of Badwater Capital (a digital currency fund).
Listed Exchange:
 Kucoin

Token Name:
Name:

Symbol:

Hempcoin

THC

Date Researched:
25 January 2018
Market Cap:
$90,400,320
Rating of development:
58%
Summary of project:
HempCoin was among the first 30 cryptocurrencies developed in 2014 and is a highly focused digital
currency for the agriculture industry in particular marijuana.
HempCoin is used to facilitate financial transactions between the hemp farmers and distributors. The
coin can be used in all dispensaries to purchase medical marijuana. The coin can also be used to
purchase equipment needed to farm and produce marijuana.
HempCoin is the only crypto currency for the agriculture industry. There is also a HempCoin ATM in
Canada. The team has recently announced new website, white paper, complete rebranding, and fork
update.
Product launch date:
9 March 2014
Backing:
It is backed by a publicly traded company, Rocky Mountain Ayre. Rocky Mountain Ayre through its
subsidiaries, engages in food and hospitality, manufacturing, medical marijuana, and retail
businesses.
Listed Exchanges:
 Bittrex

